For a LOVELY TABLE MATCHED APPLIANCES by MANNING-BOWMAN

THE JUBILEE PATTERN

This pattern commemorates Manning-Bowman’s 75th year of manufacturing fine quality appliances. The experience of three quarters of a century has been employed to make the appliances in this pattern outstanding both in design and operation. A table grill, glass coffee maker, toaster and toaster set, automatic twin waffle baker, Party Urn and food warmers in various sizes comprise this pattern. Chromium finish, ivory Arinite trimmings.
THE JUBILEE TWIN AUTOMATIC WAFFLE BAKER
No. 2626
Bakes two waffles side by side automatically. Bake indicators in covers. Dial for "Light" or "Dark" waffles. Chromium with ivory Arinite trim.

The JUBILEE AUTOMATIC TABLE GRILL
No. 402 Grill Only
No. 412 Grill - Waffle Baker - Frying Pan Combination
Grills meats, toasts sandwiches, bakes pancakes. Available with interchangeable waffle grids and frying pan. Operates automatically.
The JUBILEE GLASS COFFEE MAKER
No. 836 (6 cup capacity)
No. 838 (8 cup capacity)
Equipped with 3 way switch for finer control of coffee making.

The JUBILEE TOASTER SET
No. 1120 Set
No. 112 Automatic toaster only

Up pops the toast in this smart toaster set. Simply set control knob press down handle toaster does the rest. Exclusive inspector device for inspecting or removing toast.
The "Twin-O-Matic"
(Trade Mark)

Waffle Baker No. 6060
The only one of its kind. Automatically bakes two full size waffles at once. Dial your waffles the way you like them. Also available in non-automatic model No. 5050.

THE TRIUMPH PATTERN

Manning-Bowman offers matched appliances at budget prices. Three smartly styled practical appliances - a waffle baker, toaster and table cooker - comprise this latest pattern. Ideal for your own use, perfect for gifts. All are equipped with special Manning-Bowman features and finished in lustrous long-wearing chromium.
The Triumph Cooker

No. 401 (without waffle grids)
No. 411 (with waffle grids)

Grills, fries, or toasts...bakes waffles two at a time. Chromium finish walnut trim.

The Triumph Toaster
No. 86

Smartly styled with lasting chromium finish. Flat top toast rack and "tip and turn" doors, built for heat retaining.
The Pioneer Coffee Service
No. 4830/9

Four pieces finished in superior gleaming chromium. Urn has nine-cup capacity and solid walnut trimmings—sugar bowl and creamer have metal handles.

The Pioneer Table Cooker
No. 400—Cooker Only
No. 410—Cooker and Waffle Iron

A moderately priced table cooker. Will toast two sandwiches, fry bacon and eggs, chops, small steaks or bake four pancakes. Finished in beautiful chromium with solid walnut trimmings. Interchangeable waffle grids can be supplied.
THE PIONEER PATTERN

... Griciously fills every requirement of present-day serving with its solid walnut trimmings and beautiful chromium finish. The line includes a coffee service, toaster, egg cooker, waffle baker, and cooker. All Pioneer appliances are moderately priced.

THE PIONEER AUTOMATIC TOASTER
No. 110
No watching! No burned toast! Toast the way you like it. Equipped with exclusive inspector device for removing or inspecting toast. Fully automatic; off goes current, up pops the toast.
The Ace Lightweight
No. 1492
An automatic 4-pound iron fully streamlined and finished in long-wearing chromium. Has 1000 watt "26-year" heating element with Marksman heat control dial. Comes with 7-foot 10,000 cycle cord.

The Iron Queen
No. 1490
A standard 6-pound automatic iron with "26-year" 700 watt unit. Has heat control dial and thermostat. Finished in lustrous long-wearing chromium with six-foot 10,000 cycle cord set.